The preparation of a space-mission that carries out any kind of imaging to detect highprecision low-amplitude variability of its targets requires a robust model for the expected performance of its instruments. This model cannot be derived from simple addition of noise properties due to the complex interaction between the various noise sources. While it is not feasible to build and test a prototype of the imaging device on-ground, realistic numerical simulations in the form of an end-to-end simulator can be used to model the noise propagation in the observations. These simulations not only allow studying the performance of the instrument, its noise source response and its data quality, but also the instrument design verification for different types of configurations, the observing strategy and the scientific feasibility of an observing proposal. In this way, a complete description and assessment of the objectives to expect from the mission can be derived. We present a high-precision simulation software package, designed to simulate photometric timeseries of CCD images by including realistic models of the CCD and its electronics, the telescope optics, the stellar field, the jitter movements of the spacecraft, and all important natural noise sources. This formalism has been implemented in a software tool, dubbed ASTROID Simulator.
Introduction
The ASTROID Simulator is a software package for realistic modeling of high-precision highcadence space-based imaging observations of a selected stellar field. It permits to estimate the impact of instrumental and natural noise sources to predict the quality of data and the performance of the instrument. This tool has been designed to perform simulations for a large range of different set-ups thanks to its flexibility and an extended set of input parameters; the ASTROID Simulator is built to be applicable to space missions with a wide range of detector characteristics. The simulator is currently considering charge coupled device (hereafter CCD) simulations but has been redeveloped in a modular architecture that easily allows modifications and implementation of new functionalities, so it can be used for different kinds of future missions with straightforward modifications.
In order to accomplish the multi-mission task, the simulator has been constructed based on two main ideas: employing an architecture based on modularity principles and mimicking a standard science imaging pipeline. The modularity permits to treat any of the steps in the processing independently, and add or modify the implemented functionalities. Any inexperienced user can easily improve the comprehension of the process due to the standard pipeline architecture. The standard pipeline architecture also makes the access to the source code lighter. For users who want to adapt this simulator to particular space missions, it is easy to identify whatever step in the process is different or has any different feature than those of the present standard regular processing.
A photometry module has been implemented to analyze the simulations. This module analyzes every image generated in the CCD processing module to obtain photometric fluxes and compares the input star catalogue sources with the sources obtained in the produced images. This is described in detail in Sect. 4. The ASTROID Simulator is based on the original PLATO Simulator (Zima et al. 2010 ) which was developed for the assessment study of the PLATO M3 mission candidate within ESA's Cosmic Vision 2015-2025 programme. The ASTROID Simulator has been redesigned and implemented as a multimission imaging simulator aiming the ease of including new functionalities and detectors. Catala (2008) , Claudi (2010) , Rauer and Catala (2010) provide detailed descriptions of the PLATO mission. The PLATO Simulator, in turn, is based on pre-existing codes that were developed for the ESA Eddington mission candidate (Arentoft et al. 2004; De Ridder et al. 2006 ).
Design
Modularity principles lead to a design where each effect to be applied is separated in a different module so that it can be easily accessed and modified. Each of the noise effects applied to the image is generated in a different Processing Step" module, containing the algorithm implementation in separated classes. The whole system is structured in separated components, being the Processing Steps one of them. Modular design facilitates the processor architecture, separating the processing itself in three different components named Preprocessing, Processing and Postprocessing. Besides these components, there is a Manager module in charge of triggering, monitoring and controlling the whole system and a DataSet containing the images and processing parameters. Figure  1 shows an overview of the architectural design.
The type of processing to be performed is defined in the Manager component depending on the simulation selected by the user (CCD, CMOS, Photometric flux extraction,...). According to this selection, different classes are triggered in the Preprocessing, Processing and Postprocessing subsystems. The input parameters are defined in an XML-file and are structured according to their function in the simulator, e.g. Satellite, Telescope, Stellar field, CCD, or PSF. The Preprocessing component is in charge of preparing the system for the processing. This implies that the Preprocessing subsystem reads all the input files and makes sure that all CCD/CMOS and any other parameters required by any of the processing steps (included in the Processing Steps component) are included in the DataSet. As a part of the Preprocessing subsystem, we have included the Parameters component. This component performs all the calculations indicated by the Preprocessing subsystem to set the parameters required for the simulation into the DataSet. These parameters, related to the detector, the star field or any other parameter shared between exposures, are calculated in advance to the processing itself and loaded in the DataSet in order to avoid repeating blocks of code and save processing time. The parameters to be calculated in the Parameters component are determined by the Controller depending on the simulation to be performed. Given the CCD simulation example, the Parameters class to be used is the ParamsCCD. This class defines all the properties of the CCD, initializes the sub-and normalpixel maps and contains methods and algorithms for dealing with the physical and electrical properties of the CCD. The DataSet module contains all the parameters required to perform the simulation and all the image maps. This includes from the input parameters read in the beginning of the simulation and the calculated parameters employed in the processing, to the final simulated images. This is intended to ease the access to each of the variables and intermediate product or image, in order to analyze every the processing step and its algorithms. The Processing Steps component includes all the noise effects required in the simulation. Each of the effects is deployed in a different module, corresponding to a different step of the processing in such a way that different configurations may use each of the modules separately according to the needs. Figure 2 shows a call diagram including the Processing component and the classes implemented in it. As an use case example, the ProcessingCCD class calls every module in the "Processing Steps" component (and so does e.g. the ProcessingCMOS) as all the noise sources are intended to be applied in the baseline processing, but the ProcessingCCD class can easily be modified to leave out any of the noise sources. In the same way, new processing step modules can be implemented and added to any configuration process with a minor impact on the rest of the system. This modular design is a key factor in the design in order to aim for easy usability of this package for other missions.
The Photometry module (ProcessingPhotometry component in Figure 2 ) is a different type of processing designed to analyze the image products generated in the CCD (or CMOS) processing. When the simulation process is configured to perform the photometry processing (through the Controller component as indicated in the input configuration), the ProcessingPhotometry is called in order to analyze the generated images by photometric algorithms and statistical tools to estimate the noise properties of the data.
The main functionality of the Postprocessing component is to write to files the generated images and the required output parameters to disk. The required output is read from the DataSet module. Some external libraries might be required to write these datasets to disk.
Imaging model
To model the synthetic image of a science detector, one must take into account a set of parameters in order to ensure obtaining a realistic effect of the implicated noise sources. As a basic initial step, one must define the field of view (hereafter FoV) and take as input parameters the CCD size, number of pixels, pixel scale and project the position of the input star catalogue into this FoV. In order to accomplish computational requirements, only a part of the image is simulated and the obtained sub-field image results are extrapolated to the rest of the frame. To increase the simulation accuracy, the calculations are applied at subpixel level. This means that each pixel is represented by a squared map of subpixels to take into account the intra-pixel sensitivity of the CCD to capture some of the effects such as the jittering (usually movements smaller than the pixel size) and the pixel sensitivity variations -flat field (assuming a 1/f spatial power spectrum which resembles a typical CCD as shown in De Ridder et al. 2006) . Once the noise effects modeled at sub-pixel level are applied, the sub-pixels are rebinned back again to the original pixel scale. The processing pipeline corresponds to the "Processing Steps" right column top to bottom in Figure 2 . The PSF degradation is applied to the sub-field image (performing a convolution in the Fourier space) as well as the charge-transfer smearing, the cosmic hits and the sky background. Once the rebinning is applied to the image and is scaled back to the image, the photon noise, full-well saturation, charge-transfer efficiency, read-out noise, gain and the electronic offset effects are applied to the synthetic image as shown in Figure 2. 
Simulation example and conclusions
Series of simulations have been made to test the performance of the photometric observations of the PLATO mission in some concrete aspects regarding the Jittering noise, PSF and CCD performance. For this task, we used a star catalogue of one of the proposed FoV of PLATO containing more than 32000 sources with mv 15 (Barbieri et al. 2004) . As an example of one of the assessment simulations made in the performance test, we show the simulation of one-week of observations time-series, corresponding to 24,192 exposures, which have been computed and analyzed using the photometric algorithms for the assessment of the concrete input conditions of the mission. Figure 3 presents an output of the anal- ysis features of this simulation. It shows the obtained magnitude for each source detected with the photometry algorithms in the output synthetic images as a function of the magnitude of the same sources in the input star catalogue. The degradation in performance due to noise as a function of the magnitude is represented. In this plot, the sources with input mv 9 present measured magnitude brighter than the input magnitude since the flux of other stars leaks into the photometry mask.
In the future, we plan to expand the simulator modalities and perform various sets of simulations along with their analysis as illustration of the capabilities of our software package. • 227224 (PROSPERITY) and from the Belgian federal science policy office Belspo (C2097-PRODEX PLATO Science Development).
